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Abstract
We construct a new supermatrix model which represents a manifestly
supersymmetric noncommutative regularisation of the UOSp(2|1) super-
symmetric Schwinger model on the supersphere. Our construction is much
simpler than those already existing in the literature and it was found by
using Poisson geometry in a substantial way.
1 Introduction
The subject of this paper is situated on a crossroad of two active current themes
of research: the first concerns the application of the method of localisation [28]
to extract quantitative informations about rigidly supersymmetric Euclidean
field theories on compact manifolds and the second deals with the study of
(super)matrix models giving rise to noncommutative field theories with various
amount of (super)symmetry. It is certainly impossible to provide a complete
bibliography of relevant works in both directions we can however mention papers
[2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 30, 31, 35] resp. [6, 20, 18, 19, 23, 33, 36]
which treat the gauge theories living on two-dimensional compact Euclidean
(super)spaces, mostly on a sphere S2 or on a supersphere S2|2.
Probably the first example of a supersymmetric gauge theory on the su-
persphere was defined and studied in [24], namely, the UOSp(2, 1) invariant
supersymmetric extension of the standard Schwinger model on S2 [32, 21]. This
rigidly supersymmetric model yields in the decompactification limit the minimal
N = (1, 1) supersymmetric electrodynamics on the plane constructed already
by Ferrara in [10] and it was studied in [24] with the main motivation to find its
manifestly supersymmetric noncommutative regularisation keeping only a finite
number of degrees of freedom in the theory. This goal was indeed achieved in
[24] and the resulting theory even flaunted a solid geometrical status in both
commutative and noncommutative version. In particular, it allowed also a for-
mulation in terms of a supermatrix model as discovered later in [18, 19]. Inspite
of all of those successes here we come back to the subject to present another
construction which accomplishes precisely the same objectives as[24] but is at
the same time much simpler. The basic ingredient making possible to simplify
the story of [24] is the use of Poisson geometry which not only allows to guess
natural candidates for uosp(2|1) supersymmetric gauge invariant Lagrangians
but it incredibly streamlines and speeds up the technical work needed to verify
that they have the required properties. We invented and tested this new Poisson
formalism while studying supersymmetric σ-models [25] and we are pleased to
confirm its efficiency in the present work.
Let us thus straightaway write down two principal results of the present
article. The first one is a new very simple version of the action principle of the
UOSp(2|1) supersymmetric Schwinger model on the supersphere S2|2. It reads
S(Φ, E) =
∫
dµS2|2
(
||{M2,Φ}+ [M, E ]Φ||2 + 1
4e2
||{M2, str{M2, E}}||2
)
.
(1.1)
The second one is a new action of the supermatrix model which in the limit of
the infinite size of the supermatrices yields the theory (1.1). It is given by
SN (Φˆ,P) = αNSTr str
(
(PΦˆ− ΦˆKˆ)†(PΦˆ− ΦˆKˆ)− σ
2
N
e2
[P , str(P2vP2v −Kˆ2vKˆ2v)]2
)
,
(1.2)
where the N -dependence of the constants αN and σN is made explicit in (3.85)
and (3.86).
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The Introduction is not a place where all technical details should be given,
nonetheless we believe that it is helpful to provide the reader with a rough
acquaintance with the notations met in (1.1) and (1.2) already at this level.
Thus Φ stands for the charged matter superfield on S2|2 and the (N + 1|N)×
(N + 1|N) supermatrix Φˆ is its noncommutative analogue. E is the so called
superspinorial (2|1) × (2|1) supermatrix the entries of which are functions on
S2|2 and it plays the role of the gauge superfield on the supersphere. P is the
noncommutative analogue of E , it is the superspinorial (2|1)×(2|1) supermatrix
the entries of which are (N+1|N)×(N+1|N) supermatrices. The bracket {., .}
is the Kirillov-Costant-Souriau Poisson bracket1 on S2|2 and the supervectorial
(2|1) × (2|1) supermatrix M is the moment map generating the infinitesimal
uosp(2|1) transformations of S2|2 via these Poisson brackets. Finally, Kˆ is the
noncommutative analogue of M2.
It must be stressed that the compact notation appearing in (1.1) and (1.2)
was not conceived forcibly but it is very natural. We mean by this that one can
perform nontrivial technical operations on our actions working directly in the
succint notation without e.g. choosing a basis of the Lie superalgebra uosp(2|1),
without detailing the entries of the moment mapM or of the superspinorial su-
permatrix E and, of course, without expanding the superfields in components.
In particular, the uosp(2|1) superinvariance as well as the gauge invariance of
the action (1.1) can be checked in this concise way just by making use of some
basic properties of the Poisson brackets like the Jacobi identity. For that mat-
ter, we believe that the use of the Poisson geometry in the construction of
the supersymmetric invariants will prove to be useful also for other compact
supermanifolds enjoying rigid supersymmetry whenever the action of the corre-
sponding Lie superalgebra on the supermanifold is Hamiltonian.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in the bosonic warm up Section 2, we first
present purely bosonic counterparts (2.29) and (2.62) of the main results (1.1)
and (1.2). In Section 3.1, we review the basic properties of the supermatrices and
of the supersphere, in Section 3.2 we construct the action (1.1) and establish
its symmetry properties, in Section 3.3, we show that the expansion of the
supersymmetric action (1.1) in components contains the purely bosonic action
(2.29) as well as the standard Schwinger model on the sphere [32, 21]. We review
the concept of the fuzzy supersphere in Section 3.4 and in Section 3.5 we finally
construct the supermatrix model (1.2), we establish its symmetry properties and
we prove that in the large N limit it yields the supersymmetric gauge theory
(1.1). The last Section 4 is devoted to a discussion of the results. It should also
be read carefully since we formulate there some interesting geometrical questions
that our concept of the supergauge field poses.
1 This Kirillov-Costant-Souriau Poisson bracket is constructed in the standard way by
viewing the supersphere as the coadjoint orbit of the supergroup UOSp(2|1).
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2 Bosonic warm up
2.1 Manifestly SO(3) symmetric electrodynamics on S2
The standard way for writing down the action of a scalar electrodynamics living
on a two-dimensional Riemannian space-time M with Euclidean signature uses
the determinant
√
g of the Riemann tensor gµν and the components g
µν of it
inverse:
S(φ,Aµ) =
1
2
∫
M
d2ξ
√
g
(
gµν(∂µφ¯+ iAµφ¯)(∂µ − iAµ)φ+ 1
e2
gµρgνσFµνFρσ
)
.
(2.1)
Here Aµ is the electromagnetic potential in some coordinates ξ
µ, e2 the coupling
constant and Fµν is the field strength:
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. (2.2)
Of course, a potential term
∫
dµS2V (φ¯φ) can be obviously added to this ac-
tion but we shall be systematically avoiding it as our principal concern is the
interaction of the matter field φ with the gauge field Aµ.
If the manifold M is the unit two-sphere S2 equipped with the standard
round Riemannian metric then the action (2.1) can be rewritten2 in a SO(3)-
covariant way as
S(φ,Ak) =
1
2
∫
dµS2
(
(Rk + iAk)φ¯(Rk − iAk)φ+ 1
e2
Fk(A)Fk(A)
)
, (2.3)
where the SO(3) covariant electromagnetic field strength vector Fk is defined
as
Fk(A) := ǫklm(RlAm −RmAl + ǫlmpAp). (2.4)
In order to explain the meaning of the symbols Ak and Rk, k = 1, 2, 3 we first
need to introduce three functions x1, x2, x3 on S
2 the values of which in every
point of the sphere are given by the R3 Cartesian coordinates of this point (the
unit sphere S2 is thought to be standardly embedded in the three-dimensional
Euclidean space R3 and the Riemannian metric on S2 is induced from the flat
one on R3). Thus it holds
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 = 1 (2.5)
and the measure on S2 induced by the round Riemannian metric can be written
accordingly as
dµS2 = dx1dx2dx3δ(x
2
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 − 1). (2.6)
The following vector fields Rk on R
3 are tangent to the surface (2.5) of the
embedded sphere hence they can be viewed also as the vector fields on S2:
Rk := −ǫklmxl∂m. (2.7)
2Of course, some work is needed to recover (2.1) from (2.3) which we leave to the reader.
To do that, the most straightforward way is to view S2 as the Riemann sphere and to use the
standard complex coordinate z to parametrize the complement of the north pole.
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The vector fields Rk generate an infinitesimal action of SO(3) on S
2 and are
related by an obvious identity following from the total antisymmetry of the
Levi-Civita tensor ǫklm:
xkRk = 0. (2.8)
To define Ak, we decompose the electromagnetic potential 1-form Aµdξ
µ as
Aµdξ
µ = Akβk, (2.9)
where
βk := −ǫklmxldxm. (2.10)
If we furthermore impose a constraint
Akxk = 0 (2.11)
then the coefficient functions Ak are determined uniquely from Aµdξ
µ via (2.9)
and (2.11). The constraint (2.11) has a natural geometric interpretation because
it says that the SO(3) vector Ak is perpendicular to the normal vector xk, hence
Ak is tangent to the surface of the sphere.
Virtually all authors working on the subject of the gauge theories on the
fuzzy sphere [1, 6, 20, 22, 23, 26, 33, 34] used the manifestly SO(3) invariant
form (2.12) of the scalar electrodynamics on S2 as the starting point to the
construction of noncommutative deformations. It appears that nothing more
can be said about (2.3), yet there is an almost ”banal” detail which we remarked
only recently and which actually triggered our renewed interest in the subject
of the fuzzy deformations of (super)gauge field theories. The point is that the
action (2.3) can be rewritten in slightly different but still manifestly SO(3)-
invariant way as follows
S(φ,Ak) =
1
2
∫
dµS2
(
(Rk + iAk)φ¯(Rk − iAk)φ+ 1
e2
F (A)2
)
, (2.12)
where
F (A) := ǫklmxkRlAm. (2.13)
The quantity F (A) can be referred to as a ”scalar field strength” and it is
invariant with respect to the SO(3) transformations (infinitesimaly generated
by the vector fields Rk) as well as with respect to the gauge transformations
Ak → Ak +Rkρ. (2.14)
Here ρ is arbitrary function on S2. Notice also, that the gauge transformation
(2.14) is compatible with the constraint (2.11) due to (2.8).
Remark 1: In order to demonstrate the equivalence of the actions (2.3) and (2.12),
it is useful to parametrize the electromagnetic potential Aµdξ
µ in terms of its Hodge
dual ∗(Aµdξ
µ):
∗ (Aµdξ
µ) := Bkβk, (2.15)
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where, as before, the coefficient functions Bk are unambiguously fixed by the constraint
Bkxk = 0. (2.16)
It is easy to check that the relation between the respective SO(3) covariant parametriza-
tions Bk of ∗(Aµdξ
µ) and Ak of Aµdξ
µ reads
Bk = −ǫklmxlAm, Ak = ǫklmxlBm. (2.17)
It is now easy to calculate the quantities Fk and F in the dual Bk parametrization.
The result is
Fk = xk(RmBm), F = RmBm, (2.18)
from which the equivalence of the actions (2.3) and (2.12) readily follows.
Is there any conceptual or technical gain which could be extracted from the
rewriting (2.12) of the action (2.3)? Well, as we shall see in Section 2.2, the
noncommutative deformation based on the new version (2.12) looks more or
less as complicated as the standard one based on (2.3). However, the things are
very different in the supersymmetric setting (cf. Section 3.2 further on) where
the existence of a scalar super field strength generalizing the purely bosonic
quantity F turns out to simplify drastically the construction of the noncommu-
tative supersymmetric gauge theory. The reason for this is the following: in the
UOSp(2|1) supersymmetric analogue of the action (2.3) constructed in [24] the
role of the three-component field strength Fk is played by an eigth-component
object living in the adjoint representation of the supergroup SU(2|1). This
eight-component object has to be, furthermore, constrained in the UOSp(2|1)
supersymmetric and supergauge invariant way. All in all, the already existing
construction [24] of the manifestly supersymmetric electrodynamics on the su-
persphere is quite involved while, as we shall see in Section 3, it can be replaced
by an astonishingly simple alternative, by using the scalar superfield strength
as a ”sesame”.
2.2 The use of Poisson geometry
Before turning to the supersymmetric case, which is our real concern in this
paper, we spend here some more time with the purely bosonic SO(3) invariant
gauge theory (2.12). We do it in order to illustrate the use of the new technical
tools based on Poisson geometry. As we have seen in Section 2.1, in the purely
bosonic case the use of the Kronecker tensor and of the Levi-Civita tensor is
sufficient to obtain all important formulas therefore the Poisson tools represent
just an amusing computational alternative. However, in the supersymmetric
case the Poisson tools are considerably more beneficial from both conceptual
as well as technical point of view because su(2|1) invariant tensors are more
numerous than in so(3) case, they have more components and they are tied
together by more complicated identities.
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The Poisson geometry enters the game because there is a natural Kirillov-
Kostant-Souriau Poisson bracket3 on S2 defined by
{xi, xj} = ǫijkxk, (2.19)
which allows to express the action of the rotation vector fields Rk on the complex
scalar field φ in a Hamiltonian way:
Rkφ = {xk, φ}. (2.20)
The bracket (2.19) can be also described more invariantly if we introduce the
so called moment map M . The latter is a traceless idempotent Hermitian 2× 2
matrix the entries of which are the complex functions x3, x± := x1 ± ix2 on the
sphere:
M =
(
x3 x−
x+ −x3
)
. (2.21)
The set of the defining Poisson brackets (2.19) can be then rewritten in several
equivalent ways which are useful in different contexts. For example
{tr(V1M), tr(V2M)} = −itr([V1, V2]M) (2.22)
where V1, V2 are arbitrary traceless Hermitian matrices representing the Lie
algebra so(3) ≡ su(2) in the spin 12 representation (the choice of the Pauli
matrices for V1, V2 gives readily (2.19)). Other descriptions of this fundamental
Poisson structure on the sphere are matrix-like, e.g.
{tr(VM),M} = i[V,M ], (2.23)
or
{M,M} = 2iM ; (2.24)
the last representation should be read in components as∑
j
{Mij,Mjk} = 2iMik. (2.25)
Finally it holds true also
{Mij ,Mkl} = iδjkMil − iδilMkj . (2.26)
In what follows, it will be convenient to represent the electromagnetic po-
tential Ak also by a traceless Hermitian matrix A:
A ≡
(
A3 A1 − iA2
A1 + iA2 −A3
)
. (2.27)
By using (2.20), the scalar field strength (2.13) can be then written as
F (A) =
i
2
Mkl{Mlp, Apk} ≡ − i
2
tr(M{M,A}) (2.28)
3 The sphere S2 can be viewed as the coadjoint orbit of the group SO(3).
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and the new form of the manifestly SO(3) invariant action (2.12) can be recast
as
S(φ,A) :=
1
4
∫
dµS2
(
||{M,φ} − iAφ)||2 − 1
2e2
tr2(M{M,A})
)
. (2.29)
Here
||{M,φ} − iAΦ)||2 := tr (({M, φ¯}+ iAφ¯)({M,φ} − iAφ)) . (2.30)
Consider the following infinitesimal variations of the fields φ and A:
δV φ := {tr(V M), φ}, δV A := −i[V,A] + {tr(VM), A}. (2.31)
Here an arbitrary element V of so(3) ≡Lie(SO(3)) is viewed as the traceless
Hermitian matrix in the spin 12 representation of so(3); in particular the choice
of the Pauli matrices V = σk/2 gives
δkφ := {xk, φ} = Rkφ, δkAl := ǫkmlAm + {xk, Al}. (2.32)
Notice also that the so(3) variation (2.32) of A is induced from the Lie derivative
of the potential 1-form Aµdξ
µ:
δk(Aµdξ
µ) ≡ (ιRkd+ dιRk)(Aµdξµ). (2.33)
We now wish to show that the action (2.29) is so(3) invariant with respect to
to the variations (2.31) of the interacting fields φ and A:
δV S ≡ S(φ+ δV φ,A+ δVA)− S(φ,A) = 0. (2.34)
To do that we use Eq. (2.23) and we calculate
{tr(VM), {M,φ}} = i[V, {M,φ}] + {M, {tr(V M), φ}} (2.35)
and
{tr(V M), tr(M{M,A})} =
= tr
(
i[V,M ]{M,A}+M{i[V,M ], A}+M{M, {tr(VM), A}}
)
=
= tr
(
−M{M, i[V,A]}+M{M, {tr(VM), A}}
)
. (2.36)
From (2.35),(2.36) and (2.31) we then derive
{M, δV φ}} = {tr(VM), {M,φ}} − i[V, {M,φ}]; (2.37)
tr(M{M, δVA}) = {tr(V M), tr(M{M,A})}. (2.38)
The relations (2.37) and (2.38) imply
δV S =
1
4
∫
dµS2{tr(VM), ||{M,φ} − iAφ)||2 −
1
2
tr2(M{M,A})}. (2.39)
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We finish the proof of the fact that δV S = 0 by exploiting the so(3) invariance
of the measure dµS2 :
0 = δV (
∫
dµS2f) =
∫
dµS2δV f =
∫
dµS2{tr(VM), f}. (2.40)
The relation (2.40) holds for any function f on S2, in particular for that ap-
pearing in (2.39).
Now we verify the gauge invariance of the action S(Φ, A) with respect to the
following gauge transformation depending on an arbitrary function ρ on S2:
A→ A+ {M,ρ}, φ→ eiρφ. (2.41)
The check of the invariance of the matter kinetic term is trivial, however a little
bit more work is needed to establish the invariance of the field strength:
Because the moment map M squares to the unit matrix, we obtain, respec-
tively, for every function f on S2 and for every matrix function T on S2
0 = tr{M2, f} = tr(M{M, f}+ {M, f}M) = 2tr(M{M, f}); (2.42)
0 = tr{M2, T } = tr(M{M,T })− tr(M{T,M}). (2.43)
The relations (2.42), (2.24) and also (2.43), considered for T = {M, f}, then
imply
2tr(M{M, {M, f}}) = tr(M{{M,M}, f} = 2itr(M{M, f}) = 0. (2.44)
Obviously, the equation (2.44) guarantees the invariance of the field strength
(2.28) with respect to the gauge transformation (2.41). For that matter, we
should perhaps recall that the field A is constrained by the constraint xkAk = 0
which can be rewritten also as
tr(MA) = 0. (2.45)
We observe from (2.42), that this constraint is also preserved by the gauge
transformation (2.41) as it should.
Remark 2: There is an alternative way of writing the action (2.29) in terms of the
Hodge dual fields Bk given by (2.17). Introducing the traceless Hermitian matrix B
by
B ≡
(
B3 B1 − iB2
B1 + iB2 −B3
)
, (2.46)
the relations (2.17) can be rewritten as
B :=
i
2
[M,A], A = −
i
2
[M,B] (2.47)
and the action (2.29) as
S(φ,B) =
1
4
∫
dµS2
(
||{M,φ} −
1
2
[M,B]φ||2 +
1
2e2
tr2{M,B}
)
. (2.48)
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In this dual way of writing the action of the scalar electrodynamics on the sphere
the kinetic term of the gauge field gets simpler at the price of rendering the matter
kinetic term slightly more complicated. This alternative action (2.48) is of course
also so(3) invariant and gauge invariant with respect to the following so(3) and gauge
transformations of the fields φ and Bˆ:
δV Φ := {tr(VM),Φ}, δV B := −i[V, B] + {tr(VM), B}; (2.49)
Φ→ eiρΦ, B → B −
i
2
[M, {M,ρ}] . (2.50)
Notice that these transformations respect the constraint tr(MB) = 0.
2.3 Scalar electrodynamics on the fuzzy sphere
Now we are going to present a new construction of a purely bosonic scalar
electrodynamics on the fuzzy sphere S2N [16, 27]. Recall that S
2
N is the noncom-
mutative manifold resulting from the quantization of S2 induced by the Poisson
brackets (2.19). The linear SO(3)-equivariant quantization map QN associates
to smooth functions f on S2 sequences of N × N -matrices QN(f) which are
called the quantized or fuzzy functions. We shall not need an explicit formula
for the quantization map QN but we do need three basic properties of it:
QN(f)QN (g) = QN (fg) +O
(
2√
N2 − 1
)
, (2.51)
[QN (f), QN(g)] = i
2√
N2 − 1QN({f, g}) +O
(
4
N2 − 1
)
, (2.52)
1
π
∫
S2
dµS2f =
2√
N2 − 1Tr(QN (f)) +O
(
4
N2 − 1
)
. (2.53)
Obviously the parameter 2/
√
N2 − 1 plays the role of the Planck constant for
the quantization map QN . It is also important to stress that Tr stands for the
trace of the N×N matrices while, throughout this paper, we reserve the symbol
tr for the trace of 2× 2 matrices.
To give a flavor, what the map QN is about, let us make explicit the quan-
tized versions of the functions 1, x3, x1 ± ix2 on S2:
QN (1) = 1N , (2.54)
QN (x3)ij =
1√
N2 − 1(N + 1− 2j)δij , (2.55)
QN(x1 + ix2)ij =
2√
N2 − 1
√
(j − 1)(N − j + 1)δi,j−1 (2.56)
QN(x1 − ix2) = QN (x1 + ix2)†, (2.57)
where 1N stands for the unit N × N -matrix. In particular, it is then easy to
verify that it holds the emblematic fuzzy sphere relation
QN(x1)
2 +QN (x2)
2 +QN(x3)
2 = QN (1), (2.58)
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In what follows, we shall adopt a notation keeping the dependence on N
tacit:
xˆk := QN(xk). (2.59)
It can be easily checked that the following Hermitian matrices Lk
Lk :=
√
N2 − 1
2
xˆk, (2.60)
realize an N -dimensional unitary representation of the Lie algebra so(3). This
fact is compatible with the property (2.52) and with the definition (2.19).
Let us now construct a field theory on the fuzzy sphere, the fields of which
are a complex N ×N matrix φˆ ≡ QN(φ) and three Hermitian N ×N matrices
Aˆk ≡ QN(Ak) obeying a constraint
xˆkAˆk + Aˆkxˆk +
2√
N2 − 1 AˆkAˆk = 0. (2.61)
For the action functional we take:
SN (φˆ, Aˆk) =
π√
N2 − 1Tr
(
([Lk, φˆ]+ Aˆkφˆ)
†([Lk, φˆ]+ Aˆkφˆ)− 1
e2
F (Aˆ)2
)
, (2.62)
where the N ×N matrix F (Aˆ) defined by
F (Aˆ) = −i 2√
N2 − 1ǫklm
(
(Lk + Aˆk)(Ll + Aˆl)(Lm + Aˆm)− LkLlLm
)
(2.63)
plays the role of the fuzzy field strength. The fuzzy action (2.62) is invariant
with respect to the following so(3) field variations
δpφˆ := −i[Lp, φˆ], δpAˆk = ǫplkAˆl − i[Lp, Aˆk] (2.64)
because it can be easily checked that
δp([Lk, φˆ] + Aˆkφˆ) ≡ [Lk, δpφˆ] + (δpAˆk)φˆ + Aˆkδpφˆ =
= ǫplk([Ll, φˆ] + Aˆlφˆ])− i[Lp, [Lk, φˆ] + Aˆkφˆ] (2.65)
and
δpF (Aˆ) = −i[Lp, F (Aˆ)]. (2.66)
The so(3) invariance of the constraint (2.61) can be verified in a similar way.
Our fuzzy action (2.62) as well as the constraint (2.61) can be easily checked
to be also gauge invariant with respect to the following gauge transformation:
φˆ→ Uφˆ, Aˆk → UAˆkU−1 − [Lk, U ]U−1, (2.67)
where U is an arbitrary unitary N × N matrix. Notice in particular, that the
noncommutative field strength F (Aˆ) transforms under (2.67) as
F (Aˆ)→ UF (Aˆ)U−1. (2.68)
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There exists a more compact way of writing the fuzzy action (2.62) in the spirit
of the commutative action (2.29) but also in the spirit of the matrix model
filosophy of Ref. [33]. So, as in the commutative case, we define 2× 2 matrices
Aˆ ≡
(
Aˆ3 Aˆ1 − iAˆ2
Aˆ1 + iAˆ2 −Aˆ3
)
, Mˆ ≡
(
xˆ3 xˆ1 − ixˆ2
xˆ1 + ixˆ2 −xˆ3
)
(2.69)
and
Eˆ := Mˆ +
2√
N2 − 1 Aˆ. (2.70)
In terms of the matrix Eˆ, the action (2.62) can be expressed compactly as
SN (φˆ, Eˆ) =
π
2
√
N2 − 1
2
Tr
(
tr((Eˆφˆ−φˆMˆ)†(Eˆφˆ−φˆMˆ))−N
2 − 1
16e2
tr2(Eˆ3−Mˆ3)
)
,
(2.71)
where tr means the trace of 2× 2 matrices and Tr the trace of N ×N matrices.
Our last task in this section is to show that in the limit of large N the
matrix model (2.62) and (2.71) gives the scalar electrodynamics (2.29) on the
ordinary sphere. The large N limit of the kinetic term is easy to establish since
the relations (2.51),(2.52) and (2.60) directly give
[Lk, φˆ] + Aˆkφˆ = QN (i{xk, φ}) +Akφ) +O
(
2√
N2 − 1
)
. (2.72)
A little more work is necessary to find the large N limit of the field strength
F (Aˆ) = QN (ǫklmxk{xl, Am}) +O
(
2√
N2 − 1
)
. (2.73)
The derivation of (2.73) is based on the same relations (2.51),(2.52) and (2.60)
as before but also on the constraint (2.61) which itself can be written as
0 = xˆkAˆk + Aˆkxˆk +
2√
N2 − 1 AˆkAˆk = 2QN(xkAk) +O
(
2√
N2 − 1
)
. (2.74)
Finally, in the limit of large N the trace Tr approaches the integral over the
sphere following the relation (2.53) and this is the last ingredient needed to
establish the correct N →∞ limit of the fuzzy action (2.62).
3 Fuzzy supersymmetric Schwinger model
3.1 Supermatrices and the supersphere S2|2
By an even (2|1) × (2|1) supermatrice over a complex Grassmann algebra we
mean a square matrix V of the block form
V =
(
A B
C D
)
, (3.1)
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where A is a 2 × 2 square matrix with even entries, the column vector B and
the row vector C have odd entries and D is an even element of the Grassmann
algebra. In what follows, we shall exclusively consider the Grassmann algebras
equipped with the so called graded involution. The latter was introduced in [29]
and satisfies
ab = a¯b¯, a¯ = (−1)deg(a)a. (3.2)
By definition, the Hermitian conjugated matrix V† has entries which fulfil
(V†)ij := sign(i− j)V¯ji, (3.3)
where sign(i − j) takes value 1 if i ≥ j and −1 otherwise. Every Hermitian
(2|1)× (2|1) supermatrix V† = V can be unambiguously represented as a sum
V = str(V)1+ Vv + Vs, (3.4)
where the supertrace is defined by
str(V) := tr(A) −D (3.5)
and Vv,Vs are traceless Hermitian supermatrices of the respective forms
Vv =

v3 v¯ −ν¯v −v3 ν
ν ν¯ 0

 , Vs =

v0 0 ϑ0 v0 −ϑ¯
ϑ¯ ϑ 2v0

 . (3.6)
Now it can be easily checked that the ordinary commutator of two even traceless
Hermitian supermatrices of the v-type4 is again an even traceless Hermitian
supermatrix of the v-type. The even traceless Hermitian supermatrices of the
v-type thus form a Lie superalgebra referred to as uosp(2|1). It can be also
verified that the commutator of the matrix of the v-type with the matrix of the
s-type is of the s-type, therefore the space of the matrices of the s-type is the
representation of uosp(2|1) called the superspinorial representation.
The supersphere S2|2 is a supermanifold generated by three even real vari-
ables yk, k = 1, 2, 3 and a pair of graded complex conjugated odd variables θ, θ¯
fulfilling one constraint
y21 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + 2θθ¯ = 1. (3.7)
It will prove extremely useful to organize the generators yk, θ, θ¯ into the even
traceless Hermitian supermatrix of the v-type as follows:
M =

 y3 y1 − iy2 −θ¯y1 + iy2 −y3 θ
θ θ¯ 0

 . (3.8)
The uosp(2|1) Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau Poisson structure on S2|2 is then defined
by the following bracket.
{str(V1M), str(V2M)} := −istr([V1,V2]M), V1,V2 ∈ uosp(2|1). (3.9)
4A traceless Hermitian supermatrix A is of the v-type if Av = A or, equivalently, if As = 0.
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Thus the Hamiltonian generating the action of V on the supersphere S2|2 via
the Poisson bracket is str(VM) and hence M ∈ uosp(2|1) is nothing but the
moment map of this action. Other description of this fundamental Poisson
structure on the supersphere are matrix-like, e.g.
{str(VM),M} = i[V ,M], (3.10)
or
{M,M} = 3
2
iM. (3.11)
Although we do not need it, we list for completeness the Poisson brackets of the
generators yk, θ, θ¯ as they follow from the general formula (3.9):
{yk, yl} = ǫklmym, {y3, θ} = − i
2
θ, {y3, θ¯} = + i
2
θ¯,
{y1 + iy2, θ¯} = −iθ, {y1 − iy2, θ} = −iθ¯, {y1 + iy2, θ} = 0 = {y1 − iy2, θ¯},
{θ, θ} = − i
2
(y1 + iy2), {θ¯, θ¯} = + i
2
(y1 − iy2), {θ, θ¯} = i
2
y3. (3.12)
Unlike the so(3) moment mapM considered in the previous section, the uosp(2|1)
moment map M given by (3.8) is not idempotent. In fact, the square of M is
nontrivial and plays a very important role in the construction of the supersym-
metric invariants. Thus we define
K :=M2 − 2 (3.13)
and we find thatK is the Hermitian supermatrix of the s-type. For completeness,
we describe it explicitly:
K =

w 0 ζ0 w −ζ¯
ζ¯ ζ 2w

 , (3.14)
where
ζ := θ(y1 − iy2)− θ¯y3, ζ¯ := θy3 + θ¯(y1 + iy2), w = −1− θθ¯. (3.15)
We finish this section by listing useful formulae expressing the Poisson brackets
involving the matrix K:
{K,K} = − i
2
M, {K,M} = {M,K} = i
2
K. (3.16)
3.2 Supersymmetric electrodynamics on S2|2
By using the supermatrix K defined by (3.13),(3.14), a manifestly uosp(2|1)
invariant action of a free massless complex scalar superfield Φ on the supersphere
was written in [25]. It reads
S0(Φ) = str
∫
dµS2|2{K, Φ¯}{K,Φ}, (3.17)
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where the uosp(2|1) invariant measure on the supersphere S2|2 is defined by
[14, 25]
dµS2|2 := dy1dy2dy3dθdθ¯δ(y
2
1 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + 2θθ¯ − 1). (3.18)
The immediate consequence of the invariance of the measure dµS2|2 is the for-
mula ∫
dµS2|2{M, f} = 0, (3.19)
valid for all functions f on the supersphere (cf. (2.40)). Thanks to (3.19) and
to the following identity
{K, {str(VM),Φ}} = {str(VM), {K,Φ}} − i[V , {K,Φ}] (3.20)
derived from (3.10) and from (3.13), the free action (3.17) can be easily checked
to be invariant with respect to the uosp(2|1) action on Φ defined by
δVΦ := {str(VM),Φ}. (3.21)
Let us gauge the global U(1) symmetry Φ → exp i̺0Φ of the action (3.17) by
introducing a multiplet of odd and even gauge superfields C, C¯, C0 arranged in
the matrix of the s-type:
C :=

C0 0 C0 C0 −C¯
C¯ C 2C0

 . (3.22)
We require, moreover, that C is constrained by
str(KC) = 0. (3.23)
Consider now the following action in which the s-type matrix superfield C is
viewed as external
Sext(Φ, C) = str
∫
dµS2|2({K, Φ¯}+ iCΦ¯)({K,Φ} − iCΦ). (3.24)
It is easy to check the symmetry of the action Sext with respect to the following
gauge transformations
Φ→ εi̺Φ, C → C + {K, ̺}, (3.25)
where ̺ is an arbitrary even real function on S2|2.
Now we are going to concentrate to the problem how to render the super-
matrix gauge superfield C dynamical. Said in other words, we must construct
a viable manifestly supersymmetric kinetic for the gauge superfield C to be
added to the supersymmetric action (3.24). One way of solving this problem
was shown in [24], the other, and drastically simpler, is presented in this paper.
Why we have not seen the simpler solution while writing the former paper [24]?
Well, we were not aware at that time of a possibility to use Poisson geometry
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as a very efficient conceptual and technical tool for constructing superinvariant
Lagrangians. We have first used this tool only recently in the context of su-
persymmetric σ-model [25] and the present article constitutes another proof of
its efficiency. Thus we introduce here a concept of a scalar superfield strength
F(C) defined as
F(C) := 1
2
str(M{K, C}+ {C,K}M). (3.26)
For completeness, we detail here this formula in terms of the constituent superfields
C0, C, C¯ of C:
F(C) = θ¯({ζ¯, C0} − {w, C¯}) + θ({w,C} − {ζ, C0})+
+ y3({ζ, C¯}+ {ζ¯, C}) + (y1 + iy2){ζ, C} − (y1 − iy2){ζ¯, C¯}. (3.27)
This scalar superfield strength F(C) is really scalar which means that its vari-
ation δVF induced by the vector-like transformation
δVC := −i[V , C] + {str(VM), C} (3.28)
is simply
δVF(C) = {str(VM),F(C)}. (3.29)
Let us prove the formula (3.29) to give an illustration of the efficiency of our
compact notation using the supermatrices M and K. First of all, since K =
M2 − 2, we infer from (3.10) that
{str(VM),K} = i[V ,K]. (3.30)
Then we find from (3.10) and (3.30)
{str(VM), str(M{K, C}} = str(i[V ,M]{K, C}) + str(M{i[V ,K], C})+
+str(M{K, {str(VM), C}}) = str(i[V ,M{K, C}])− str(M{K, i[V , C]})+
+ str(M, {K, {str(VM), C}} = str(M{K, δVC}). (3.31)
Much in the same way, we find
{str(VM), str({C,K}M)} = str({δVC,K}M). (3.32)
Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) then clearly imply (3.29).
Let us now prove the invariance of the scalar superfield strength F(C) with
respect to the gauge transformation (3.25). By using the Jacobi identity in two
alternative forms
{a, {b, ρ}} = {{a, b}, ρ}+ {{ρ, a}, b}; (3.33)
{{ρ, b}, a} = {ρ, {b, a}}+ {b, {a, ρ}}, (3.34)
valid for arbitrary functions a, b, ρ on S2|2 with ρ even, we infer from (3.16)
str(M{K, {K, ρ}} − {{ρ,K},K}M) = str(M{{K,K}, ρ}) = − i
2
str(M{M, ρ}).
(3.35)
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Because the supermatrixM2 has constant supertrace (cf. (3.13),(3.14)), it holds
str(M, {M, ρ} = 1
2
str{M2, ρ} = 0. (3.36)
Inserting (3.36) into (3.35), we obtain the gauge invariance of F(C), hence also
the gauge invariance of the following action
S(Φ, C) = str
∫
dµS2|2
(
({K, Φ¯}+iCΦ¯)({K,Φ}− iCΦ)− 1
e2
{K,F(C)}2
)
. (3.37)
The relations (3.20) and (3.29) then easily imply also the uosp(2|1) superinvari-
ance of (3.37).
The compact and elegant expression (3.37) for the action of the uosp(2|1)
supersymmetric Schwinger model on the supersphere constitutes the first main
result of this article.
Remark 3: The supersymmetric Schwinger model on the supersphere can be rewrit-
ten in terms of a dual parametrization of the gauge superfield C much in the spirit of
Remark 1. Thus define a new s-type traceless Hermitian matrix superfield by
E := −i[M, C]. (3.38)
Because of the constraint (3.23), it holds also
C := i[M, E ] (3.39)
and
str(KE) = 0. (3.40)
The duality C ↔ E may be called the Hodge one by analogy with the purely bosonic
case albeit we are not aware of its possible interpretation in the language of differential
forms. A recent paper [4] may possibly shed more light on this issue. Finally, the scalar
superfield strength F in terms of E reads simply
F(E) = −
i
2
str{K, E} (3.41)
and the supersymmetric Schwinger model action becomes
S(Φ, E) = str
∫
dµS2|2
(
({K, Φ¯}− [M, E ]Φ¯)({K,Φ}+[M, E ]Φ)−
1
4e2
{K, str{K, E}}2
)
.
(3.42)
It is in this form that we have presented the manifestly uosp(2|1) supersymmetric
action of the Schwinger model on S2|2 in the Introduction.
3.3 Component expansions
In this section, we shall work out the action of the supersymmetric electro-
dynamics on the supersphere in components. We do it starting from the dual
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formulation (3.42) in which the scalar supersymmetric field strength has simpler
form. Recall that the gauge field E is the Hermitian supermatrix of the type s:
E =

E0 0 E0 E0 −E¯
E¯ E 2E0

 , (3.43)
which verifies the constraint
str(KE) = 0. (3.44)
The constraint (3.44) allows to express the even superfield E0 in terms of the
(mutually graded conjugated) superfields E, E¯ as follows
E0 = ζ¯E − ζE¯. (3.45)
The scalar superfield strength (3.41) in terms of the constituent superfields E0,E
and E¯ becomes
F(E) = i{w,E0} − i{ζ, E¯}+ i{ζ¯, E}, (3.46)
or, by using the formula (3.45), as
F(E) = 1
2
(θE − θ¯E¯) + i(1 + θθ¯) ({ζ¯, E} − {ζ, E¯}) . (3.47)
Here θ, θ¯ are related to ζ, ζ¯ as in (3.15).
For the component expansions of the superfields E, E¯ compatible with the
graded conjugation we choose an ansatz
E = iζA˜3 − iζ¯(A˜1 − iA˜2) + 2(ξ¯(y1 − iy2) + ξy3)ζζ¯, (3.48)
E¯ = −iζ¯A˜3 − iζ(A˜1 + iA˜2) + 2(ξ¯y3 − ξ(y1 + iy2))ζζ¯ , (3.49)
where the real even components fields A˜k as well as they mutually conjugated
odd colleagues ξ and ξ¯, depend just on the variables yk. Obviously, the compo-
nent ansatz (3.48),(3.49) is not the most general one, since e.g. the zero order
terms in ζ,ζ¯ expansion are missing but all missing terms can be restored by a
gauge transformation E → E − i[M, {K,Λ}] for an appropriate choice of the
even superfunction Λ. Thus the ansatz (3.48),(3.49) is nothing but a variant of
the Wess-Zumino gauge.
The evaluation of the full scalar superfield strength F(E) (3.47) for the ansatz
(3.48),(3.49) gives:
F(E) = iykA˜k − ξζ¯ − ξ¯ζ + i
(
F (A˜)− ykA˜k + yl∂l(ykA˜k)
)
ζζ¯, (3.50)
where F (A˜) is nothing but the purely bosonic scalar curvature (2.13)
F (A˜) := ǫklmyk{yl, A˜m}. (3.51)
Knowing (3.50), we can now easily complete the evaluation of the component
expansion of the gauge kinetic term in the action (3.42). It reads
str
∫
dµS2|2{K,F(E)}2 = −2
∫
dµS2|2
(
2{ζ¯,F(E)}{ζ,F(E)} + {w,F(E)}2
)
=
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= −4
∫
dµS2|2(1 + ζζ¯){ζ¯ ,F(E)}{ζ,F(E)}) =
= −
∫
dµS2
(
(F (A) + ρ)2 + {yk, ρ}{yk, ρ}+ iΞ†σk{yk,Ξ}+ Ξ†Ξ
)
, (3.52)
Here σk are the Pauli matrices and Ξ, Ξ
†, ρ et Ak are defined as
Ξ :=
(
ξ
ξ¯
)
, Ξ† =
(
ξ¯ −ξ) , (3.53)
ρ := ykA˜k, Ak := A˜k − ykρ. (3.54)
Note that ρ and Ak are, respectively, the radial and the tangential part of the
field A˜k and F (A) stands for the scalar curvature of the tangential part.
We now proceed to the component expansion of the matter kinetic term. By
using (3.8),(3.14), (3.43) and (3.44), we find successively
str
∫
dµS2|2
(
({K, Φ¯} − [M, E ]Φ¯)({K,Φ} + [M, E ]Φ)
)
=
= −2
∫
dµS2|2
(
({ζ¯ , Φ¯}+ iC¯Φ¯)({ζ,Φ}− iCΦ)− ({ζ, Φ¯}+ iCΦ¯)({ζ¯ ,Φ}− iC¯Φ)+
+({w, Φ¯}+ iC0Φ¯)({w,Φ} − iC0Φ)
)
= −2
∫
dµS2|2(1 + θθ¯)×
×
(
({ζ¯, Φ¯}+ iC¯Φ¯)({ζ,Φ} − iCΦ)− ({ζ, Φ¯}+ iCΦ¯)({ζ¯ ,Φ} − iC¯Φ)
)
. (3.55)
Here C = i[M, E ], or, in detail:
C0 = −iθ¯E¯ + iθE
C¯ = −i(1+ θθ¯)(y3E¯+(y1+ iy2)E), C = i(1+ θθ¯)(y3E− (y1− iy2)E¯). (3.56)
For the component expansion of the complex matter superfield Φ, we choose
the following ansatz (cf. [14]):
Φ = φ+ θ¯ψ+ + θψ− + (F + yk∂kφ)θθ¯, (3.57)
Φ¯ = φ¯+ θ¯ψ¯− − θψ¯+ + (F¯ + yk∂kφ¯)θθ¯. (3.58)
The component expansion of the superfields C, C¯ is obtained easily from expan-
sions (3.48),(3.49) of E,E¯ and from (3.56):
C¯ = θA3 + θ¯(A1 + iA2)− ζ¯ρ− 2iθθ¯ξ¯, (3.59)
C = θ(A1 − iA2)− θ¯A3 − ζρ+ 2iθθ¯ξ. (3.60)
We finally insert (3.57),(3.58),(3.59) and (3.60) into (3.55) and find the compo-
nent expansion of the uosp(2|1) supersymmetric electrodynamics (3.37):
S(φ,Ψ, A˜,Ξ) = −i
∫
dµS2Ψ
† (({M,Ψ} − 2iAΨ+ 2iMρΨ)− iΨ)+
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+∫
dµS2 ||{M,φ} − 2iAφ+ 2iMρφ||2 + 2i
∫
dµS2
(
φ¯Ξ†Ψ− φΨ†Ξ)+
+
1
e2
∫
dµS2
(
(F (A) + ρ)2 + {yk, ρ}{yk, ρ}+ iΞ†σk{yk,Ξ} + Ξ†Ξ
)
(3.61)
Here
M =
(
y3 y1 − iy2
y1 + iy2 −y3
)
, A ≡
(
A3 A1 − iA2
A1 + iA2 −A3
)
, (3.62)
and Ψ,Ψ† are defined by
Ψ :=
(
ψ−
ψ+
)
, Ψ† =
(
ψ¯− ψ¯+
)
. (3.63)
Up to a simple renormalisation of the coupling constant, the expression (3.61)
contains at the same time the purely bosonic scalar electrodynamics (2.3) as well
as the fermionic electrodynamics (the Schwinger model) in the manifestly so(3)
invariant formulation [21]. We note that the emergence of the Yukawa-like terms
φΨ†Ξ is not specifically inherent to the choice of the compact Euclidean ”space-
time” S2 but it appears also in the flat space version of the supersymmetric
Schwinger model [10].
In our older paper [24], we have constructed a different version of the uosp(2|1)
supersymmetric electrodynamics on the supersphere than that resumed by the
actions (3.37) or (3.61). The difference in the final component actions is not
that big, as we are going to make explicit soon, nevertheless from the conceptual
point of view the older construction is very different (and much more compli-
cated) than the new one. All difference resides in the gauge field kinetic term:
in the new version of the theory it is given by the equation (3.52) and in the
older version [24] it has also the structure str
∫
dµS2|2T (C)2, where T (C) is again
the Hermitian super matrix of the s-type, but T (C) is not equal to {K,F(C)}
as in (3.37). Instead, it is given by Eqs. (67) of [24] which can be rewritten in
our Poisson language as
T (C) = C+ i{M, C}+ i{C,M}− 2{K, {K, C}+ {C,K}}− 2{{K, C}+ {C,K},K}.
(3.64)
The reader may check with the help of Eqs. (3.16) that T (C) given by (3.64) is
invariant with respect to the gauge transformation C → C+{K, ̺}, where ̺ is an
arbitrary even real function on S2|2. Moreover, since the uosp(2|1)-covariance of
T (C) is also evident, the expression str ∫ dµS2|2T (C)2 has all properties required
for an alternative gauge kinetic term. The component expansion based on the
ansatz (3.56) then gives
1
36
str
∫
dµS2|2T (C)2 =
=
∫
dµS2
(
F (A)2 +
2
9
ρF (A) +
1
9
ρ2 + {yk, ρ}{yk, ρ}+ iΞ†σk{yk,Ξ}+ 1
9
Ξ†Ξ
)
.
(3.65)
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By comparing the new gauge kinetic term (3.52) with the old one (3.65), we
observe that they coincide up to normalization of certain terms. This circum-
stance is extremely favorable because by taking a suitable linear combination of
the old and the new kinetic terms we can render all gauge fields massless as in
the decompactification limit[10]. Explicitly, we have
str
∫
dµS2|2
(
T (C)2 + 4{K,F(C)}2) =
= 32
∫
dµS2
(
F (A)2 + {yk, ρ}{yk, ρ}+ iΞ†σk{yk,Ξ}
)
. (3.66)
3.4 Fuzzy supersphere
Now we turn to the construction of the supersymmetric electrodynamics on
the fuzzy supersphere S
2|2
N . This task was successfully performed in [24] for
the ”old” gauge kinetic term (3.65) so here we shall concentrate solely to the
fuzzification of the ”new” kinetic term (3.52). To begin, recall that S
2|2
N is the
noncommutative supermanifold resulting from the quantization of S2|2 induced
by the Poisson brackets (3.9) or (3.12). A linear uosp(2|1)-equivariant quan-
tization map QN associates to smooth superfunctions f on S2|2 sequences of
(N +1|N)× (N + 1|N) supermatrices QN (f) which are called the fuzzy super-
functions. We shall not need an explicit formula for the quantization map QN
but we need three basic properties of it:
QN (f)QN (g) = QN (fg) +O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
, (3.67)
[QN(f),QN (g)] = i 2√
N2 +N
QN({f, g}) +O
(
4
N2 +N
)
, (3.68)
1
2π
∫
S2|2
dµS2|2f = −STr(QN (f)) +O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
. (3.69)
Obviously the parameter 2/
√
N2 +N plays the role of the Planck constant for
the quantization map QN . It is also important to stress that STr stands for the
supertrace of the (N + 1|N)× (N + 1|N) supermatrices while, throughout this
paper, we reserve the symbol str for the supertrace of (2|1)×(2|1) supermatrices.
To give a flavor, what the map QN is about, let us make explicit the quan-
tized versions of the functions 1, w, yk, θ, θ¯, ζ and ζ¯ on S
2|2:
QN (1) =
(
1N+1 0
0 1N
)
, QN (w) =

−
√
N
N+11N+1 0
0 −
√
N+1
N
1N

 , (3.70)
QN(yk) =


√
N+2
N+1QN+1(xk) 0
0
√
N−1
N
QN (xk)

 , (3.71)
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QN (θ) = 1√
N2 +N
(
0 T1
T †2 0
)
, QN (θ¯) = 1√
N2 +N
(
0 T2
−T †1 0
)
, (3.72)
QN (ζ) = 1√
N2 +N
(
0 −T2
−T †1 0
)
, QN(ζ¯) = 1√
N2 +N
(
0 −T1
T †2 0
)
.
(3.73)
Here 1N stands for the unit N×N -matrix, QN (xk) are the quantized generators
of the ordinary bosonic fuzzy sphere and the (N + 1) × N matrices T1, T2 are
given by
T1 :=


√
N 0 . . . 0
0
√
N − 1 . . . 0
0 . . . . . . 0
0 . . . . . . 0
0 . . .
√
2 0
0 . . . 0
√
1
0 . . . 0 0


, T2 :=


0 0 . . . 0√
1 0 . . . 0
0
√
2 . . . 0
0 . . . . . . 0
0 . . . . . . 0
0 . . .
√
N − 1 0
0 . . . 0
√
N


.
(3.74)
In particular, it is then easy to verify that it holds the basic fuzzy supersphere
relation:
QN (y1)2+QN(y2)2+QN(y3)2+QN(θ)QN (θ¯)−QN(θ¯)QN (θ) = QN (1). (3.75)
In what follows, we shall adopt a notation keeping the dependence on N tacit:
yˆk := QN (yk), wˆ := QN(w), θˆ := QN(θ), ˆ¯θ := QN (θ¯), ζˆ := QN (ζ), ˆ¯ζ := QN (ζ¯).
(3.76)
It can be straightforwardly checked that the following supermatrices Lk, V, V¯
Lk :=
√
N2 +N
2
yˆk, V :=
√
N2 +N
2
QN(θ), V¯ :=
√
N2 +N
2
QN (θ¯),
(3.77)
realize a (2N + 1)-dimensional graded unitary representation of the Lie super-
algebra uosp(2|1). The case N = 1 corresponds to the defining representation
of uosp(2|1) in terms of (2|1)× (2|1) supermatrices.
In what follows, we shall need the fuzzy versions of the supermatrices M
and K. We define them as
Mˆ :=

 yˆ3 yˆ1 − iyˆ2 −
ˆ¯θ
yˆ1 + iyˆ2 −yˆ3 θˆ
θˆ ˆ¯θ 0

 , Kˆ =

wˆ 0 ζˆ0 wˆ − ˆ¯ζ
ˆ¯ζ ζˆ 2wˆ

 . (3.78)
Note that Mˆ is of the v-type while Kˆ is of s-type. The supermatrices Mˆ and
Kˆ turn out to fulfil the following identities which will be useful to show the
emergence of the supersymmetric Schwinger model (3.37) as the large N limit
of a certain supermatrix model. Here they are:
Mˆ2 = N + 1/2√
N2 +N
Kˆ + 2− 3/2√
N2 +N
Mˆ, (3.79)
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(Kˆ + 2)2 = (Kˆ + 2) + 1√
N2 +N
Mˆ+ 3
2
(
1−
√
N
N + 1
)(
1−
√
N + 1
N
)
Kˆ,
(3.80)
MˆKˆ = − N + 1/2√
N2 +N
Mˆ − 1/2√
N2 +N
Kˆ. (3.81)
3.5 Supermatrix model
Now we describe the construction of the manifestly supersymmetric gauge the-
ory living on the fuzzy supersphere which in the large N limit yields the super-
symmetric electrodynamics (3.37). The superfields present in this noncommu-
tative theory are simply the QN -quantizations of the superfields Φ, C, C¯ and
C0 living on the ordinary supersphere and we shall denote them as Φˆ, Cˆ,
ˆ¯C
and Cˆ0. Thus Φˆ and Cˆ0 will be even (N + 1|N) × (N + 1|N) supermatrices
(Cˆ0 Hermitian) and Cˆ,
ˆ¯C will be odd (N + 1|N) × (N + 1|N) supermatrices
Hermitian-conjugated to each other. As in the commutative case, we arrange
the fuzzy gauge superfields Cˆ0, Cˆ and
ˆ¯C into the traceless Hermitian (2|1)×(2|1)
supermatrix Cˆ of the s-type:
Cˆ :=

Cˆ0 0 Cˆ0 Cˆ0 − ˆ¯C
ˆ¯C Cˆ 2Cˆ0

 . (3.82)
We shall require, moreover, that Cˆ obey the following constraint
str
(
KˆCˆ + CˆKˆ + 2√
N2 +N
CˆCˆ
)
= 0. (3.83)
Note that the constraint (3.83) is the fuzzy analogue of the commutative con-
straint (3.23) because it follows from (3.67):
str
(
KˆCˆ + CˆKˆ + 2√
N2 +N
CˆCˆ
)
= 2QN (str(KC)) +O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
. (3.84)
Here recall that str stands for the supertrace of (2|1) × (2|1) supermatrices
whereas the symbol STr (used e.g. in the next equation) denotes the supertrace
of the (N + 1|N)× (N + 1|N) supermatrices.
Consider now an action
SN (Φˆ,P) = −π(N
2 +N)
2
str STr
(
(PΦˆ− ΦˆKˆ)†(PΦˆ− ΦˆKˆ) + 1
e2
[P ,F(P)]2
)
,
(3.85)
where
P := Kˆ + 2√
N2 +N
Cˆ, F(P) := −i
(
N2 +N
4
) 3
2
str(P2vP2v − Kˆ2vKˆ2v) (3.86)
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and P2v means the v-type part of the supermatrix P2 in the sense of the decom-
position (3.4).
Eqs. (3.79) and (3.80) imply that the expression str(Kˆ2vKˆ2v) commutes with
any function on the fuzzy supersphere S
2|2
N . It hence follows that the action
(3.85) is invariant with respect to a supergauge symmetry
Φˆ→ UΦˆ, P → UPU†, (3.87)
where U is an arbitrary even superunitary (N +1|N)× (N +1|N) supermatrix.
In particular, the fuzzy scalar superfield strangth F(P) transforms as
F(P)→ UF(P)U†. (3.88)
In terms of the fuzzy superfield Cˆ, the supergauge transformation takes the
following form:
Cˆ → UCˆU† −
√
N2 +N
2
[Kˆ,U ]U†. (3.89)
It can be equally easily checked that the constraint (3.83), which can be rewrit-
ten as
str(P2 − Kˆ2) = 0, (3.90)
is also supergauge invariant.
Now we study the uosp(2|1) supersymmetry of the fuzzy action (3.85) with
respect to the uosp(2|1) variations of the superfields Φˆ and P
δV Φˆ := −i[VN , Φˆ], δVP := −i[VN ⊗ 12|1 + 1N+1|N ⊗ V ,P ]. (3.91)
Here 1 stands for the unit supermatrix with the size indicated by the subscript,
V is the element of uosp(2|1) viewed as the v-type traceless even Hermitian
supermatrix of the size (2|1)×(2|1) and VN is the Hermitian supermatrix which
represents V in the (N + 1|N) representation of uosp(2|1) described in (3.77).
Restricting a Hermitian supermatrix to its v-part is an operation inter-
changeable with the uosp(2|1) transformation, hence the supermatrix P2v trans-
forms as
δVP2v = −i[VN ⊗ 12|1 + 1N+1|N ⊗ V ,P2v ] (3.92)
and F(P) transforms as
δVF(P) = −i[VN ,F(P)]. (3.93)
The uosp(2|1) supersymmetry of the action (3.85) now follows easily from
(3.91),(3.93), from the cyclic properties of the supertraces str and STr and from
the fact that
[VN ⊗ 12|1 + 1N+1|N ⊗ V ,K] = 0. (3.94)
The last thing to be done is to show that the large N limit of the superma-
trix model action (3.85) gives the action (3.37) of the supersymmetric electrody-
namics on the (graded)commutative supersphere S2|2. We start by evaluating
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explicitly the v-part of the matrix CˆKˆ + KˆCˆ :
(CˆKˆ + KˆCˆ)v = 1
2

 [ζˆ,
ˆ¯C] + [ˆ¯ζ, Cˆ] 2[ζˆ, Cˆ] [ζˆ , Cˆ0]− [wˆ, Cˆ]
−2[ˆ¯ζ, ˆ¯C] −[ζˆ, ˆ¯C]− [ ˆ¯ζ, Cˆ] [wˆ, ˆ¯C]− [ ˆ¯ζ, Cˆ0]
[wˆ, ˆ¯C]− [ ˆ¯ζ, Cˆ0] [wˆ, Cˆ]− [ζˆ , Cˆ0] 0

 (3.95)
It is important to stress that all commutators appearing in (3.95) are graded.
Since the commutator in (3.68) is also graded, we find from (3.68) that
(CˆKˆ + KˆCˆ)v = i√
N2 +N
QN ({C,K}+ {K, C}) +O
(
4
N2 +N
)
. (3.96)
From the formula (3.80), we deduce
(Kˆ2)v = 1√
N2 +N
Mˆ. (3.97)
This fact and the formula (3.96) allow us to find the expansion of (P2)v in the
Planckian constant 2/
√
N2 +N :
(P2)v = 1√
N2 +N
Mˆ+ 2i
N2 +N
QN ({C,K}+ {K, C}) +O
((
4
N2 +N
) 3
2
)
.
(3.98)
By using (3.98) and (3.86), we immediately infer the expansion of the fuzzy
superfield strength F(P) in the Planckian constant:
F(P) =
√
N2 +N
4i
str
(
(CˆKˆ + KˆCˆ)vMˆ+ Mˆ(CˆKˆ + KˆCˆ)v
)
+O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
=
=
1
2
QN (str (M{K, C}+ {C,K}M)) +O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
. (3.99)
Then we find from (3.26),(3.68),(3.69) and from the first equation of (3.86) that
the full kinetic term in the fuzzy action (3.85) expands as
−π(N2 +N)
2e2
strSTr[P ,F(P)]2 = 2π
e2
STrQN(str{K,F(C)}2)+O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
=
= − 1
e2
str
∫
dµS2|2{K,F(C)}2 +O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
. (3.100)
In this way we have recovered from the kinetic term of the fuzzy action in the
large N limit the kinetic term of the (graded)commutative action (3.37).
The calculation of the large N limit of the matter kinetic term in (3.85) is
much easier. In fact, the immediate application of (3.68), (3.69) and of the first
equation of (3.86) yields
− i
√
N2 +N
2
(PΦˆ− ΦˆKˆ) = QN ({K,Φ} − iCΦ) +O
(
2√
N2 +N
)
. (3.101)
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Finally, putting together (3.100), (3.101) and exploiting (3.69), we conclude that
the large N limit of the fuzzy action (3.85) is the action (3.37) of the supersym-
metric electrodynamics on the (graded)commutative supersphere. Moreover,
it can be obtained from (3.68) and (3.69), that the gauge symmetry and the
uosp(2|1) supersymmetry of the fuzzy action induce in the N → ∞ limit the
gauge symmetry and the uosp(2|1) supersymmetry of the (graded)commutative
action (3.37).
4 Discussion of the results and outlook
The reader might have noticed that in the (graded)commutative part of our
work the matter superfield Φ was viewed just as the complex superfunction on
the supersphere S2|2 and not as a section of a nontrivial line bundle over S2|2.
Said in other words, we did not yet include supervortices in the formalism. From
the physical point of view such inclusion is necessary since the topologically non-
trivial configurations usually play an important role in the quantum dynamics
of electromagnetically interacting matter in two dimensions. Of course, the
problem may be circumvented by studying just vortices and not supervortices.
This means, in other words, to expand the manifestly supersymmetric action
of the Schwinger models in components and to promote the complex scalar bo-
son φ contained in the superfield Φ to a section of an appropriate line bundle.
From the mathematical point of view, however, such a procedure is not very
elegant and the inclusion of supervortices in a manifestly supersymmetric way
represents actually an intriguing challenge.
The crucial point to understand is the geometrical status of the multiplet
C0, C, C¯ of the gauge superfields. At the first sight it looks natural to view
C0, C, C¯ as constituent fields of some connection C, however, this hypotheti-
cal connection must have more constituents then just three superfields C0, C, C¯
because there are in total four independent directions on the supersphere (two
even and two odd). The problem is that it is not a priori clear how to define
covariant derivatives in all independent directions without introducing new dy-
namical fields into the action. To say the same thing more geometrically, it is
not evident how to complete a partial connection (given by the covariant deriva-
tives in the directions of the Hamiltonian vector fields {ζ, .}, {ζ¯, .} and {w, .}
) into a full connection C. The usual trick which works well in the flat space
expresses the covariant derivatives in even directions in terms of the anticom-
mutators of the covariant derivatives in odd directions. However, this methode
turns out not to work in the curved space. Indeed, we have checked that there
is an obstruction to complete the partial connection C0, C, C¯ to a full connec-
tion C in that particular way and, astonishingly enough, that this obstruction
can be quantitatively expressed in terms of the scalar gauge superfield strength
F(C) given by (3.26)! That means, in other words, that only those partial con-
nections C0, C, C¯ which have vanishing field strength F(C) can be extended to
a full connection C!
We believe that, at the present stage, it is wise to postpone the issue of the
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inclusion of the supervortices into the formalism and to concentrate beforehand
onto two other clues capable to shed additional light on the problem. The first
clue to follow is noncommutative. As argued by Steinacker in [33], the study
of gauge theories on the noncommutative spaces can be simpler than on the
commutatives ones. In particular, a lot of geometrically involved concepts like
nontrivial fiber bundles, connections, monopole sectors etc. need not be intro-
duced formerly but they arise simply and naturally from the noncommutative
formalism [33]. We expect that the generalisation of Steinacker’s approach to
the noncommutative supersymmetric setting may help to contribute to give a
sound geometrical meaning to the partial connection fields C0, C, C¯. The second
clue consists in closely examining the mathematical structure of gauge theories
on the sphere with the extended N = (2, 2) supersymmetry and to inspect the
geometrical status of their N = (1, 1) contents.
Needless to say, another problem awaiting a solution consists in calculating
a partition function and related dynamical characteristics of the supermatrix
model (3.85) that we have constructed. Whether the fashionable method of
localisation can be useful in this context is an open question.
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